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Abstract: Greater part of true redundant activities in development can be named Non-Typical. The variety of a movement length starting with one monotonous unit then onto the next can by and large be attributed to variations in the amounts of work as well as team efficiency variety starting with one unit then onto the next and additionally climate sway. Compelling arranging and planning of dreary ventures requires team work congruity. The principle target of work progression is the amplification of asset use by giving an asset driven timetable that keeps away from group perfect time. The greater part of the procedures grew so far arranging and booking of redundant ventures expected that each monotonous action will have a consistent length at all stages. The reason for this venture work is to display another definition going around the confinements of existing strategies as those programming methods concentrated on limiting task length and didn't represent its effect on the general expense. The calculation framed is utilized to decide the ideal team development for each dull movement that yields the base generally cost of the undertaking material to both common and non-run of the mill redundant ventures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. General

Repetitive projects consists of a number of similar or identical units. Ex: Housing projects, pipe line network, Highway projects etc., This class of projects are also referred to as linear projects. These projects are divided in to 2 categories:

1. Typical :- Repetitive activities have identical durations in all units

Ex: Housing projects, where the same set of activities performed in constructing a typical house is repeated in all housing units within the project.

2. Non-Typical :- Repetitive activities do not have identical durations[1]-[5]

Ex: Highway construction, where the time required for excavation may vary from one section to another.

Successful arranging and booking of dreary ventures requires team work coherence. This limitation for a given group can be kept up by guaranteeing team smooth development starting with one dull unit then onto the next without interferences.

The primary goal of work congruity is the amplification of asset usage by giving an asset driven calendar that maintains a strategic distance from team perfect time.

II. OBJECTIVE

• At the point when looked with the ventures including numerous redundant exercises, the majority of which have their very own arrangements of conceivable group developments, the difficult standing up to the organizer is, which is the ideal team arrangement for each monotonous movement that yields the base generally speaking expense of the venture? .

• The reason for this undertaking work is to show another detailing bypassing the constraints of existing systems as those procedures are centered around limiting task span and didn't represent its effect on the general expense.

• This may as a rule lead to higher by and large venture cost.

• The calculation framed in this venture work is utilized to decide the ideal team development for each dreary action that yields the base by and large cost of the undertaking relevant to both ordinary and non-regular monotonous activities[6]-[10]

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Methodology

The following flow chart is an example of explaining the methodology adopted in the project work to find out the optimum crew formation from the available crew formations using the present algorithm.
IV. RESULT & DISCUSSION

A. Model Calculations - Excavation

1. Calculation for Early start in Working Days

Section 1

\[ = 0 \text{ day} \]

Section 2

\[ = \text{Quantity/Output} = 1147 \text{ m}^3 \]

\[ - \quad \text{----------------} \]

\[ = 12.5 \text{ days} \]

Section 3:

\[ = \frac{1434 \text{ m}^3}{91.75 \text{ m}^3/\text{day}} + 12.5 \]

\[ = 28.1 \text{ days} \]

Section 4:

\[ = \frac{994 \text{ m}^3}{91.75 \text{ m}^3/\text{day}} + 28.1 \]

\[ = 39 \text{ days} \]

Finish:

\[ = \frac{1529 \text{ m}^3}{91.75 \text{ m}^3/\text{day}} + 39 \]

\[ = 55.6 \text{ days} \]

B. Cost Calculations: (Excavation)

Indirect Cost is assumed to be Rs. 40,000 / day which includes Office expenses, Project miscellaneous expenses, Penalties etc.,

\[ = 55.6 \times 40,000 \]

\[ = \text{Rs. 22,25,000} \]

Direct Cost

\[ = \text{MC}^i \cdot Q^i + \text{LC}^i \cdot D^j \]

\[ + \text{EC}^i \cdot D^j = 0 \times 0 + 13600 \times 55.6 + 22640 \times 22640 \]

\[ = \text{Rs. 20,15,880} \]

Overall Cost

\[ = \text{Indirect Cost} + \text{Direct Cost} \]

\[ = \text{Rs. 22,25,000} + \text{Rs. 20,15,880} \]

\[ = \text{Rs. 42,40,880} \]

The same procedure is repeated for various items of work such as foundations, columns, beams and slabs and the same calculations are repeated for different crew formations with the help of MS - Excel Spreadsheet.

C. Comparison of Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repetitive activity</th>
<th>Quantities in cubic meter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section 1</td>
<td>Section 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excavation</td>
<td>1274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundation</td>
<td>1052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columns</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beams</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slab</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table - Input Data

LOP - LOCAL OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

LOCAL OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

DC - DIRECT COST
V. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the study involved so far, the following conclusion have been drawn:

• An calculation was created to decide the ideal group arrangement so as to limit team inert time and keep up work progression with the goal that the general expense of the venture will be limited.

• Even however the task span expands the general expense of the undertaking was limited by keeping up group work coherence.

• This calculation model demonstrate helpful to proprietors and contractual workers the same, and add to practical conveyance of developed undertaking[11]-[13]
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